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So what’s the answer? It must be understood that the current public schools the equivalent to the deﬁnition of insanbusiness model is outdated. Addressing ity. Currently Monroe County taxpayers
the necessary status quo cuts, BPS must are paying a 2.1794 (lifetime) millage.
use a two-fold approach. First, BPS must Again, due to their wasteful practices,
they want another 1 mill (lifetime). If the
consolidate with other districts in the
new millage passes, the average Bedford
following areas: superintendents, busitaxpayer will pay a combined cost of
ness ofﬁces, transportation, communi$275 to $600-plus a year.
cations, human resources, lastly curricuIt’s time our public institutions change
lum departments. Secondly, subcontract
their way of doing business. Otherwise,
janitorial services and community
change will the only thing left in our
education. Conservative savings are $1
pockets after we pay for unnecessary
to $1.5 million and reluctance to make
millages. Please join me by voting no
changes consequently cost taxpayers
to the status quo on both the BPS and
millions, not to mention negligence of
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building maintenance. BPS enrollment
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tions indicating further decline. This

Other options besides millages; stop taking tax money
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have ended up on the
streets, unable to pay for
housing and food while
investment brokers and
big banks were continuing their lavish lifestyles.
Tim Walberg supports
privatization of our
Social Security beneﬁts,
which just adds to my
belief that Pam Byrnes
is the clearest choice for
Congress this year.

Jerry McKart
Monroe
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